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'Unprecedented' ASUPS
election goes to Honor Court
Israel, Herman accept post; Mcaninch challenges Election
Committee treatment of write-in names
Russell Knight and Brandon Leuken
Business Manager and News Writer
On the natiOn'il political map we have learned the way in which votes are counted can
easily influence the outcome. The Spring 2005 ASUPS election reinforces that lesson.
While free of butterfly ballots and hanging chads, the result of the ASUPS election — like
the Presidential election of 2000 — has been contested in the courts.
Candidates were contacted late night Feb. 28 with the results of the four-day election,
and the candidate with the leading number of votes in each race verbally accepted office.
Alex Israel, a write-in candidate, accepted the position of ASUPS President and Becca
Herman, who was officially on the ballot, accepted the position of ASUPS Vice President.
The controversy lies in the spelling of the names of write-in candidates. Ryan
Mcaninch, running for the position of ASUPS Vice President on an unofficial ticket with
Israel, received votes under 33 different spellings of his last name, forcing 69 votes intended for Mcaninch to be given to hypothetical candidates with slightly different last names.
This is the first time a write-in candidate has been elected ASUPS President when running against someone on the ballot. Write-in candidates rarely present a serious challenge
to anyone on the ballot, so procedure in close call write-in elections is unclear.
"This type of thing is unprecedented in recorded ASUPS history," current ASUPS
President Ryan Cunningham said.
The lists to the right show every vote cast in the categories of President and Vice
President. The red italicized names are the names officially counted for write-in candidates Israel and Mcaninch as the Election Committee ruled the results were not case sensitive.
The rules do, howevQr, require a correct spelling. Section 1.G of the ASUPS election
guidelines states, "a write-in vote will only be considered valid if the ballot includes the
full first and last legal name of the write-in candidate or one shortened name submitted
previously by the candidate and approved by the Elections Committee."
Israel's legal first name on file with the registrar is Alexander, and the Elections
Committee approved his request to run as "Alex," his preferred name. The write-in candidates discussed running as "Alex and Ryan," but decided to run with their standard
names.
"We could have chosen something easier to spell, but we didn't want to cheat anything
or anyone. All of the candidates on the ballot are running by their first and last names and
a lot of people know us by our last names," Mcaninch said.
If the 69 misspelled votes were attributed to Mcaninch, he would have a total of 383
votes, a 43 vote lead over Herman. It is possible that some of these votes were intended
for another candidate with a similar name, but many of the misspellings are extremely
dose. If one were to apply only the total number of votes misspelled by just one letter, 34,
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Clubs gather for activism summit

,

"It's good to have support from other groups on
"We want to encourage activism as a tradition here
on campus. We want people to stay active and collab- campus. We can get a lot more done by working
orate with each other, and hopefully build a community based on activism," Larson said.
See SUMMIT page 2
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Esteemed English professor plans to retire
By Kali Seisler

News Writer
This spring will be the last semester students will be
taught by English professor Barry Bauska. Bauska, who
teaches many of the advanced creative writing classes,
plans to retire from teaching at the University of Puget
Sound after 34 years of dedication to his profession and
students.
Professor Bauska, a graduate from Occidental College,
desired to find a career in which he did not have to move
for. Growing up he lived in 42 towns in 14 states due to
his father's employment as a surveyor for the US
Geological Survey.
He entered college expecting to go into law, but realized in his senior year that he did not like the notion of a
right side and a wrong side in the law. Instead, he preferred English because of the multiple points of view that
one could interpret in a piece. He went on to graduate
school at the University of Washington, where he taught
for five years before coming to UPS.
Since joining the faculty at UPS, Professor Bauska has
made a profound impact. In 1975 he, in conjunction with
Ester Wagner, started teaching creative writing classes and
,

had a creative writing program going by 1978.
"I've enjoyed teaching at UPS because I can teach many
different courses and I can teach courses about things that
intrigue me," Professor Bauska said.
Besides teaching creative writing courses in poetry and
fiction Bauska has also taught non-fiction classes. In addition, Bauska developed the Prelude program with Hans
Ostrom in 1985 and was the editor of the Puget Sound
Magazine, a brief but successful alumni publication in the
early 90's. Furthermore he has published about 80 articles,
stories, poems and essays.
Yet what interested Bauska about teaching were his
relationships and exchanges with his students.
"What has mattered most to me has been my students
and watching their progression and to see how much they
can improve," said Bauska. "I will miss the interactions
between myself and my students that occurred in class or
over coffee."
However, Bauska is looking forward to retirement and
his plans to spend more time with his 10 year-old daughter.
"I want to be selfish in my retirement. I'd like to travel, especially to Italy. I'd like to read books — and not just
in the ways I've read them in order to teach them. I'd like

to read books of any size — not just small ones I can fit into
small amounts of free time — and I'd like, for once, to be
able to read them at my own pace," Bauska said. "I'm also
looking forward to fall; this September will be the first
time in 55 years that I won't have to go back to school."
While Bauska is looking forward to his retirement, his
students will miss his presence on campus.
"Barry's been a huge influence on my life, even in the
short amount of time I've known him, both as a professor
and as a friend. I've never known a professor (or perhaps
anyone) who was more observant and intuitive," Alicia
Case said. "I came out of the class I had with him last fall
knowing far more about myself and my writing than I
ever did going in. A part of that came from me challenging
myself and my writing, but it would not have had such an
impact without his support and encouragement at all the
right moments."
While Bauska will no longer be part of the UPS community after this spring, his impacts will certainly live on
with the students he has taught and with the changes he
has helped create in the university.

Kali Seisler spends hours in the library pouring over back
issues of Puget Sound Magazine.

President reveals vision statement
By Seth Doherty

News Writer
President Ronald Thomas is currently in the
process of developing a Vision Statement for the
University of Puget Sound. It has gone through the
Board of Trustees and will soon be presented to members of the facility. The student body will eventually
be asked for input.
In 2002, the President presented his Goals for the
Decade that presented his vision for Puget Sound.
The Board of Trustees wanted to discover what
Thomas had learned about the university and the
educational experience in his first year as University
of Puget Sound President. This led to the development of the current statement.
In the October Board of Trustees Meeting, Thomas
had a closed session to discuss his draft of the Vision
Statement. The statement helped stimulate discussion about the direction of the University. The
Executive Assistant to the president Jeff Johnson
explained, "It is not a statement, but a discussion
paper."
The next step for the Vision Statement will be for
Academic Dean Kristine Bartanen to present it to a
group of faculty for evaluation and comment. After
that, it will be presented to the students for comment,
probably through ASUPS. This will give President
Thomas an opportunity to discuss his ideas for the
university with the student body. Johnson explained:
'This will give students an opportunity to discuss

and provide input."
The goal of the Statement is to lead to a strategic
planning process. Though the specifics are not yet
definite and nothing official has been declared,
Johnson says, "The ideas are nothing particularly
new. It is simply looking at what we are already
doing." He added, "The university is going in the
right direction. The question is how do we continue
that strong development." The statement is intended
to maintain the direction of the school and find additional ways to improve.
An important aspect of the ideas is how the university will further its connection with the Tacoma
community. The faculty already does a good deal of
community involvement, be it through environmental or social programs or a great variety of other
ways. For example, economics professors Douglas
Goodman and Bruce Mann developed the annual
Pierce County Economic Index.
"At the national level, it is typical for a new university president to come in and take the first year to
determine what is going on at the university and
come up with a plan and new ideas. It is a part of
what they're paid for," Johnson explained.
Johnson also pointed out that the Statement
should be a positive addition for the student body.
"The initiatives being talked about provide more
opportunities for students to be involved around
campus and in the community," he said.
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Seth Doherty once chased down twelve chickens in
under a minute.
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Elections

Continued from page 1

Mcaninch's new total would be 348, an eight - vote lead over Herman. A simple Cascade
search reveals that Mcaninch is the only student at UPS with the first name of Ryan and a
last name that begins with an M.
Herman acknowledged that many of the votes intended for Mcaninch were not credited to him, but encouraged a letter-of-the-law reading and stressed that the candidates had
the opportunity to change the name they ran under.
"Several of the election rules caused confusion, but it was clear to everyone that names
had to be spelled right ... Ryan had the opportunity to change his name to something
shorter like just Ryan or Ryan M, but he didn't," she said. "That's the disadvantage to running as a write-in candidate."
on March 2, Mcaninch filed a formal complaint against the Election Committee with the
ASUPS Honor Court, contesting the results of the election on the grounds that a plurality
of students intended to vote for him, and the rule addressing write-in votes is vague. The
election guidelines do not address the topic of capitalization, for example, allowing the
committee to vote on the validity of names with different letters capitalized. By this same
token, Mcaninch will argue, the committee should be afforded the authority to count
names dearly intended for him. Additionally, the claim states that the Elections Committee
has taken a "spirit of the law" interpretation of several other aspects of the guidelines, so
that should be applied consistently throughout the document.
"You could say I am the popular vote winner, but not the spelling bee winner,"
Mcaninch said. "How can you look at these results and interpret these votes to be for someone else?"
Also admitted into evidence will be a letter to Mcaninch from
Academic Vice President Kristine Bartanen dated March 1, 2005, congratulating him on making the Deans' List. The letter was not to show
Mcaninch's grades; it was to show the difficulty of spelling his name.
The letter signed by Bartanen was addressed to "Ryan McCaninch."
"If the Registrar's office and Academic Vice President have difficulty spelling it, I think it is understandable that a few students would
make a typo as well," Mcaninch said. "Should I be removed from the
Dean's List because this might be someone else?" The Trail also incorrectly spelled Mcaninch's name in the Photo Poll of the Feb. 25 issue,
referring to him as McAnich. This spelling, disregarding capitalization,
received 16 votes in the on-line election.
The ASUPS Honor Court acts "as a final authority in disputes over
the interpretation of ASUPS official documents and election results after
the date of polling." The Court will hear Ryan Mcaninch v. ASUPS
Elections Committee at 3:00 p.m. today. The hearing is closed to the
public.Both Mcaninch and the Elections Committee may submit evidence or call witnesses as necessary. Between three and five of the eight
student justices will hear the case as well as one faculty justice and one
staff justice. Any member of the Honor Court may excuse themselves
from duty if they feel they would be biased. The question at hand is
whether the Elections Committee upheld the ASUPS Constitution and
the election guidelines when tabulating the votes.
"We will have to decide if the committee represented the interests
and intensions of the students and the Constitution," Honor Court
Chairmen Ted Meriam said.tudents feel like their vote counted
and their voice was heardr-4P47,.."- r,'
The Court will stay in session as long as necessary today to reach a
FRO
decision, which is expected this evening. Once candidates are inaugurated on Mar. 8, the policy for contesting the election is outside the juris-

S um mit

diction of the Honor Court. To remove a sitting president, a formal recall must be established with a petition and vote. If passed, the ASUPS Vice President would take the position of President and the Senate would elect a Vice President from the body of Senators.
The last time the ASUPS Honor Court intervened in an election was in 1995. Students
brought similar complaints questioning the validity of the election results. The Court held
that violations deemed the election invalid and called for a re-election. Most, but not all, of
the candidates originally elected won again in the special election, according to the Mar. 30,
1995 issue of the Trail.
Israel, Mcaninch, Herman as well as Rachel Safran, who ran on the ballot on an unofficial ticket with Herman, said they would be involved in ASUPS next year regardless of who
takes executive office next week. Safran intends to apply for an appointed position.
Israel and Herman are currently being trained by the departing ASUPS administration,
Cunningham and Magee, who leave a legacy of redesigning and increasing traffic to the
ASUPS Web site, revamping homecoming traditions and increasing student involvement.
David Baars and Alina Vaynberg were elected Senators at Large with 550 and 484 votes
each. Scott Mitchell, running unopposed, was elected Senior Senator with 216 votes.
Chrissy Dupuis, also running unopposed, received 232 votes for Junior Senator. Ana
O'Neil defeated Mark Rosasco for the position of Sophomore Senator with votes totaling
131 and 108, respectively. 40.9 percent of the student body voted in the spring ASUPS election. Inauguration is on Mar. 8 at 5:30 pm in the Rotunda and is open to all students.

Russell Knight is a senior, Politics and Government major and Brandon Leuken is a freshman,
English major.
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a -41401,TeriVnt to take power back to
women in tie face of discrimination and violence. Sophomore
Mollyrose Sommer- SIRGE coordinator, was also happy to be part
of the CTAC summit. We want to work with other activists. There
is a lot to do, and networking is important," Sommer said.
SIRGE and Take Back the Night will be hosting several speakers, including student testimonials and a self-defense presentation,
March 24-25.
The newest club at the CTAC summit was the sustainability
advisory committee, which was created in response to the signing
of the Talloirv: Declaration by President Thomas in February. The
committee islpking students to come up with three ideas to.reduce
waste and improve sustainability on campus.
Sophomore Samantha Gray is heading up the campaign and is
startirig,&:aslOtutlents to come up with things they can do in their
everyday liveg to reduce wasteful habits.
"I want to gee some real changes before I graduate. I'm tired of
seeing so much being wasted," Gray said.
The summit, which several years ago could never have happened, was a large success. The groups drew a large crowd, and
perhaps more importantly, are able to network with each other.
Larson hopes that this summit will be the first of many, and that
activism and student involvement will continue on campus after
he graduates.
"If anything, this summit got us to realize that activism is something we want to keep here on campus. We don't want this to be
just a phase," Larson said.
,

Keith Gordon has taken to wearing dark sunglasses and baseball cap
wherever he goes.
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Continued from page 1

together," Cantrell said.
Also present at the summit was Take Back the Night, a program
put on by SIRGE, Sexuality Issues, Relationships, and Gender
Education, and cosponsored by Voices for Planned Parenthood
(VOX), to ti-ViolenCe Alliance (VAVA), and Women's

.
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Funding for Perkins Loans cancelled
By Chelsea Taylor
Assistant News Editor

With the start of the new school year in fall 2005, UPS
students should expect to see a 5.88% increase in their
tuition.
In December 2004, the Budget Task Force reached a
consensus regarding the tuition increase. They agreed to
raise the tuition $1570 in order to cover the changes to the
federal programs and to overall better the university.
"Students should be reassured that the increase in
tuition, room and board for 2005-06 is within a very reasonable range and certainly is less than many of our peer
institutions are seeing," Maggie Mittuch, Director of
Student Financial Services, said.
The university will continue to maintain a rule that the
percentage of the tuition increase will never exceed six
percent.
In order for the tuition to increase, the university must
follow a process of recommendations and approvals.
The Budget Task Force first has to make a recommendation to President Ron Thomas, who then reviews the
recommendation and asks for input from faculty and students. The recommendation is then given to the Board of
Trustees for approval.
In addition to the tuition increase, there have been
changes to the federal programs.
The federal government has decided to stop the funding of the Perkins Loan, which means that they are not
giving the university a set annual amount of money for
the loan.
"Continuing students who have a Perkins loan do not
receive Federal Perkins loans next year because of federal

program funding shortfalls will be directed to pursue
other educational loans to help offset the loss of the
Perkins loan," Mittuch said.
Students are encouraged to go to the Office of Student
Financial Services in order to check out various other
forms of loans available including the Federal Parent Plus
loan and private loan programs.
"We do plan on providing some information and direction for students both prior to award notifications being
mailed, and also with the award notification package,"
Mittuch said.
In order for the loan process to be successful, the university uses a circular system concerning student loans.
When a student pays off their loan, that money is then
used to loan to other students.
Since there was a decrease in the interest rate, many
students consolidated their loans. This caused a huge
increase in the amount of money that the university had
for financial aid.
The increase in money has a positive effect on the university's financial aid, but it also means that there will be
a decrease of money in the future because so many students have paid off their loans.
In order to compensate for the loss of the loan, Student
Financial Services is trying to direct students to other programs in order for students to receive the necessary aid.
"Students can help themselves by making sure that
they complete their application for financial aid (FAFSA)
on time, and comply with any requests for additional
information as soon as possible," Mittuch said.
The deadline for FAFSA is March 31 for continuing students.
"If students miss deadlines, the funding is given to

Largent leaving for Michigan St.
By Tara Horn
News Writer

other students, so it is extremely important for them to
make all deadlines," Mittuch said.
Although there is a tuition increase, the university
increased the amount of aid given to students. The size of
the students' grant packages are the same percentage.
The tuition increase will also cover fees attributed to
the upkeep of the university including technOlogy fees,
maintenance and facilities and the study abroad programs.
Continuing students will receive their financial aid
packages in mid to late June. The university processes
incoming freshmen's financial aid first in early March,
then transfers and continuing students' financial aid.
In order to receive aid, students must first complete
their FAFSA. The university then does a Satisfactory
Academic Progress (SAP) review on the students.
SAP requires students to maintain a 2.0 to continue at
UPS and a review of the percentage of courses that the student was enrolled in compared to the percentage of completed courses.
The Office of Student Financial Services would like to
remind students that they will do all they can to help students get the necessary aid for their tuition.
"We work very hard here (in Financial Services) to allocate financial aid resources to the best of our abilities. We
will spend every dime we have for financial aid," Mittuch
said.
The office encourages students to go and talk with
Financial Services if they have any questions regarding
their financial aid.
Upon hearing the news, Chelsea Taylor
immediately started collecting for the Taylor Tuition Fund.

The Trail Crossword: March Madness
By Rachel Decker and John Dugan
A&E Editor and Managing Editor

The University of Puget Sound will soon be saying goodbye to one of their finest
professors. Professor Mark Largent has been involved in the History Department and
the Science, Technology & Society program (STS) the last four years, and after Spring
2005, he will 'graduate' with the class he started here with.
Largent started his career with Oregon State University where he taught for one
year. This opportunity gave him a solid start as a professor and opened up other
doors for the Midwest native, which led him to the University of Puget Sound.
He was hired at UPS to help with the transition from the old core to the new core.
He worked with Jim Evans of the physics department and Mott Greene from the
Honors program to develop STS out of the old Science in Context core requirement.
His role was to make the program transition as smooth as possible, and the expectation was that after his job here was complete, he would move on.Recently, Largent
received a job offer from Michigan State University. He jumped at the chance to run
the STEPPs Program (Science, Technology, Environment and Public Policy).
Regardless, he is sad to be leaving. Through his time here, he and his wife have
established themselves in the area and found it difficult not to get attached. They
have since bought a house and have their own pottery studio on Vashon Island.
Pottery has been a big part of his life, so Largent rebuilt a kiln he got from Ken
Stevens, a former professor at UPS. A house, good friends and a pottery studio are
tough to leave behind.
Largent also has a KUPS radio show with Nick Kontogeorgopoulos and Jeff
Matthews called "The Three Non-Blondes." Largent, Kontogeorgopoulos and
Matthews have had their radio show for two years now, every Tuesday from 5 to 6
p.m.
"When I leave, the show will be called "The Lone Ranger and Konto," Largent
said. Kontogeorgopoulos, on the other hand, said he wasn't sure what the show
would be renamed.Kontogeorgopoulos, associate professor in the Comparative
Sociology department, spoke of Largent as one of his best friends.
"He's very dedicated to students and committed to making class enjoyable. He'll
be missed for sure," Kontogeorgopoulos said. Outside of the radio show, they attend
concerts together and play racquetball, along with Eric Orlin.
Kontogeorgopoulos related an incident when Largent was about to win in a game
of 'cuttthroat,' and Kontogeorgopoulos ended up hitting him in the back of the head
three times with the ball by accident. He said Largent still claims that being hit is why
he lost that day and thus the 'accident' explanation is still up for debate.
"There can be little doubt that Mark has been among the most effective teachers
at UPS during the past four years," Matthews said. Just last year, Largent won the
"Outstanding Teaching Award" given by the Alpha Kappa Psi business fraternity.
Largent says the opportunity at Michigan State would not be open to him without
his time at the UPS. He has benefited from it over the last few years, as the university has benefited from him. Now, he said, it is time to move on.
When he settles down again, he plans on building another pottery studio. He'll
get back to teaching in a public school, his normal domain. He might encounter some
difficulty finding two guys interested in a radio show and who like to play racquetball, and while he will miss it all, he is looking forward towards the great opportunity that awaits him at Michigan State.
Tara Horn wishes her last name was 17 letters long.
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ACROSS
5.Un-official one-eyed king of March
Illinois could have an undefeated season. Who
was the last team to have one?
He got game AND he was born in March
Patron saint of Ireland; drove out the snakes!
Reigning D3 Men's Basketball champs &
possible playoff opponent of UPS
16. Host city for Division I NCAA Final Four
18. Official drink of clue #9 Down
20. Ridiculous Easter mascot
The actor who plays this Saved By the Bell
Character was a March baby
Former U.Dub coach now on trial for NCAA
tournament gambling
Alphabet Soup veteran of the Final Four
DOWN
1. Vernal

The ones with 4 leaves bring you luck
Home of the Cactus league
The science of the tournament
Possible UPS men's basketball opponent in D3
playoffs; movie studio
Three-time defending Women's Div. I Champ
nickname
Little leprechaun date
A bad idea, nevertheless we always seem to
start it in March (damn government bastards)
Led men's basketball to second straight number 1 seed from the bench
Fightin' way to undefeated season
This month is for this majority group
17. This occurs on the 15th every March
19. Russian dictator ate it in March of 1953
21. Rose on, the third day; only savior to receive
one vote in ASUPS Election

Find answers at trail.ups.edu
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ASUPS voting process proves glitch-filled
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What food would you
use to buy votes?
"Pancakes.
Because I like pancakes."
Rachel Chester
Junior

"Pot brownies."
Marshall McCabe IV
Freshman

"Not Krispy
Kremes."
Karolyn Johnson
Junior

"I thought Krispy
Kremes were a
good idea."
Beverly Brossman
Sophomore

"Fellatio."
Nick White
Sophomore

"D.Q. Blizzard."
Michael Jones
Freshman

chosen
have
based on candidate merit. He
Apparently we just elected our government for wanted to know
next year, and I wasn't paying attention. Oh, I knew what their expesome sort of election was approaching because there rience and skills
were posters and chalk advertisements of people all were,
and
over the place, but I didn't know what they wanted thought
that
to be chosen for, or when this process would occur.
they
should
It seems like the people who actually did vote have had twoAndrea Magee/ ASUPS Photo Services
were not much more knowledgeable than I was. minute cam- SIDEWALK ART—Candidates
Rumor has it that one write-in candidate's name paign speeches publicized selves on sidewalks
was spelled so many different ways that the com- on the televi- across campus.
puter thought each vote was for a different person, sions in the
thus preventing his victory.
lounge and on the internet to make it easier for him
"I wrote myself in for every position," Alex Twist, to decide who to vote for.
a freshman, said.
"I'm a junior, and this is the first election I've
Twist only voted because he knew the person voted in because I never really know when they
manning the table next to the turnstiles in the SUB, are," Gretchen Frederich said. "I've never found
and his friend told him to "have some free candy that it's highly publicized."
and vote."
I may be a freshman, but I can see Frederich's
The reasons behind the switch to online voting point. I knew there were elections, and I had a
were all about increasing participation in the voting vague idea about who was running (newly-created
process, including students studying abroad this word "Becchel" comes to mind), but I had no idea
semester, and of course making vote counting an when elections were or how to do it. Sure, I saw the
easier process. Who wants to hunch over a table for computer sitting next to the turnstiles (everyone has
to eat sometime) but the expression on the face of
the student sitting behind the table wasn't one to
invite casual conversation about elections. So when
I walked by, I asked myself if I really cared about
who was elected for next year's ASUPS whatever.
My answer? No, not really. I trust that each candidate
knows
enough
about
Erin Goldsmith/Trai
what
VOTING IN YOUR DORM ROOM—Online voting
they're
made voting process easier and more efficient. The ASUPS
doing
to
webpage also provide candidate bios. The downside?
have
gotComputer glitches.
ten this far
in the
hours sorting paper ballots?
process,
"Part of the appeal (of voting) was that it was and that
really efficient and easy, and it didn't take long," Jeff any combiSchmitz, a freshman who said he probably wouldn't nation of
have voted if it had been a more involved process, them will
said.
be compeThere were a few places where students could te n t
link to a page of candidate pictures and bios before enough
and during the voting process. While you voted, it that, like
Andrea Magee/ ASUPS Photo Services
was a little link in the upper right hand part of the all of this
WRITE IT IN—Write-in candidates also
page. It looks like this was easy to miss, as freshman year,
utilized campus walkways, walls, mailboxSteven Schroeder had no idea that was an option won't es and thefacebook.com message system.
when he voted, and wished he had known. Adam ev en Though they were write-ins, students probDavis, a sophomore, looked at this page of bios but notice that ably knew their names best, if not the
said it didn't help him much.
they're spellings.
"I didn't really feel like I had a good understand- there.
ing of the candidates," Davis said. "I looked at the
Freshman C. Anja Hose is planning on running for
little blurbs and felt like I didn't really know any of
ASUPS one day if she can figure out what exactly
them."
ASUPS is.
Davis decided not to vote because he wouldn't
By C. Anja Hose

Student Life Writer

ASUPS elections: Fact or
Fiction?

"Pizza and beer."
Michele Rennie
Senior

Ryan Ncaninich?
No, Ryan Mcaninch.
Write-in candidates have no budget limits?
No. There was a miscommunication between
ASUPS and write-in candidates, but upon clarification Israel and Mcaninch immediately stopped distributing Krispy Kremes.

Don't forget to buy your yearbook!
"I'd give out Thai
food."
Danny Haupt
Freshman
The Campus Pulse is by Sophomore Erin Goldsmit h,

Tamanawas
2004-2005
For information contact tamanawas@ups.edu
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Election rules need to be changed, enforced
Recent ASUPS campaigns flouted long-standing guidelines

up their minds. Additionally, those
who were found to have transgressed
the cap had all previous account
spending forgiven and they could
start counting political expenditures
as of Thurs. (the day before polling).
According to the by-laws, the punishment should have been to strip the
offending members of their publicity rights in Marshall
Hall, not to give them more money. The whole idea of having a universal stipulation on monetary spending is to
prevent at least one thing on UPS from being bought: our
student body president.
Now, Article II, Section 4, Chapter C, Part 9 regulates
the use of advertisements near the official polling station
during the election period. While this was a great rule two
years ago, the situation has changed dramatically with the
introduction of on-line polling. This new mechanism of
polling allows the candidates to set up their own
makeshift polling station, surrounded by flyers (and, in
some cases, donuts), and promote themselves on campus.
This would not be such a big deal if done in one's room or
house, but on-campus polling stations beg for this article
to be amended in accordance with the technology change.
Given that no one appeared to be handling the official
ASUPS polling station at any of the times I was present
this weekend, the only substantial alternative is one run
by the candidates. Not only does this enable candidates
from a higher socio-economic background to get free
advertising, but it clearly is not in the spirit of the rules.
The polling stations also bring me to endorsements
made by ASUPS officials. The rules state that individuals
cannot use their ASUPS title to endorse a candidate and
those who are part of the elections committee cannot publicly endorse a candidate. This presents a grey-area, can an
ASUPS official run a candidates' polling station? Well,

quixotic
knight
errant

By Michael Allen
Opinions Writer
This past election week, which started off with a lowintensity, mostly grassroots publicity campaign, catapulted into a frenzy of last-minute advertising and expenditures. Something different about this year's election, however, was the prominence of a write-in candidate ticket
that actually got noticed — something that has not really
happened during the course of my stay at UPS.
Two years ago, Christopher Abbott, a good friend of
mine and the ASUPS vice-president, went about Marshall
Hall with glee in his eyes as he tore down the posters of
the write-in candidates choosing at the last moment to run
for ASUPS. Though this may hint at some internal fascism,
I assure you Chris was far from a fascist. Rather, he was
carrying out the guidelines of the ASUPS elections committee which actually stipulates what write-in candidates
can and cannot do. This year shocked me as I did not see
a repeat of the Spring 2003 election and I figured that
maybe the rules had changed for write-in candidates.
The current administration seemed content with allowing unchecked spending by non-traditional candidates for
most of the week, as well. However, according to the official "Elections Guidelines," Article I, Section H, write-in
candidates "must follow the same rules ... and are subject
to the same consequences of all other candidates," including limitations on publicity as well as spending caps.
However, these were not enforced until just prior to the
weekend of voting, when most people had already made

according to practices during this election, it was perfectly legitimate. Those who are paid to be members of ASUPS
should partake in shaping campus opinion on who should
be running student government next year. Such nepotism
would strongly encourage the inbreeding of those from
student government itself, particular clubs or fraternities
and sororities. I really do not want a stale agenda at UPS.
Official ASUPS candidates have to go through a
lengthy process to even get on the ballot and they are
forced to strictly follow the rules. The trade-off they get is
to appear on the ballot and on official ASUPS elections
material. This election, on the other hand, rewarded those
who avoided ASUPS legitimacy as they were able to have
a larger bankroll and were presented as candidates on
both the ASUPS webpage and in the presidential and vice
presidential debates. Why even bother going through
ASUPS if they will prove to only hinder you through formalities, while rewarding you for rejecting their rules?
Now, before I conclude, let me just note that this was
written before the presidential and vice-presidential candidates were chosen and the article will be published after
we know the winner — thus, this has no substantial effect
on this election. The fact that rules were violated, though,
hurts the system. [Editor's note: For details on the outcome of
the election see page 1.] Thankfully, I am a senior and do not
have to worry about losing political capital with the current or future administration — I can point to poor performances and not worry about getting punished through
a funding cut later. However, I do hope that the ASUPS
election committee in the future will be better at crafting
the rules and enforcing them during the next election
cycle. The current process has been a mockery of UPS elections, and I am sure if Chris were still around, he'd say,
"Wow
I'd disqualify them in an instant."
Michael Allen is excited because UPS is like a mini-Florida!
Including the weather!
—

Hunter S. Thompson: Bring on the rain,
remembering a legend snow, sleet, or hail

By Maggie Weed
Opinions Writer

Hunter
Stockton
Thompson, who died Feb.
21, gave the term "fear and
loathing" cultural significance. His years of selfexploration, fueled by psychedelic drugs
and 'stranger-than-fiction' life experiences,
were eventually applied to Thompson's perception of the polluted American dream. I
have boundless respect for Thompson's
work. He put sincere action behind his written words — literally. He was fearless and
irreverent, and a literary revolutionary.
He was unclassifiable. Thompson's
writing style even
required him to coin
the term "gonzo journalism," in which the
author puts himself in
the center of the
story's action. He
relayed his experiences in an explosive, eccentric style, always
preserving his maverick-like image.
Thompson style was curt and piercing, but
his content is psychologically infinite.
Because of his criticism of the Nixon administration an d his gleeful experimentation
with psychedelic drugs, his writing will forever be entangled with hippie-era literature.
Despite this association, I find it unfair to
attribute Thompson's loathing of America to
Nixon and other conservatives during the
Civil Rights Movement. He simply hated
America's culture of consumption, materialism, and perversion. Furthermore,
Thompson was able to identify himself with
the corrupt American dream. He once noted,
"We are whores for power and oil with hate
and fear in our hearts." He recognized the
parallel between men's distorted minds and
America's corrupt status.
In earnest, he was a man I would have
given my right arm to meet. His eccentricity
was simply entertaining and inspiring. In
1970, for example, Thompson campaigned
for the sheriff position in Pitkin County,
Colo. on the "Freak Power Party" ticket. His
initiatives included decriminalizing drugs,
renaming Aspen "Fat City" and tearing up

the streets, transforming
them into bike paths. Since
his Republican opponent
sported a crew cut,
Thompson shaved his
head bald and referred to
his competitor as "my
long-haired opponent"
throughout the campaign's entirety. He narrowly lost the election. Thompson's vocal
contempt for traditional politics and suffocating conservatism distinguished him as a
foil in the American social machine.
Thompson was distinctly duplicitous in
character. He criticized an American dream
that promoted ruthless power and competition, as well as an irreparably
divided modern society. Still,
Thompson accepted claims that
he was the embodiment of this
American dream: successful and
self-sufficient. , Thompson
believed journalism, the means
by which he gained such success, was corrupt and artificial.
Thompson's recognition of his
occupation's hypocrisy and insincerity was
admirable, while his use of this fame as a
platform to expose social injustice and internal pretense was extraordinary. Like the
world's Hemingways and Fitzgeralds,
Thompson was able to capture a generation's psychological struggle between
choosing a stark, corrupt reality and a
diminishing, false idealism. Thompson may
have become the American dream in the traditional sense of the expression, but he transcended the internal imprisonment he associated with the term by expressing his sincere convictions.
Thompson's unapologetic honesty coupled with recognition of his own inadequacies permitted him a complete life, one
shaped around standards set by and for
himself. When asked recently if he had any
regrets, Thompson answered, "Those I have
are so minor. Would I leave my Keith
Richards hat with the silver skull on it in the
coffee shop at LaGuardia? I wouldn't do that
again. But overall, no. I don't have any
regrets."
H.S.T. would have really liked Maggie. Or at
least her last Name.

i've
been
robbed

By Patrick Hutchison
Opinions Writer
It was the best week
of skiing in my life. The
snow would fall all
night long, then stop
just long enough for us
to enjoy a splendid day on the slopes. To
my surprise this pattern persisted for a
prolonged period of time. It got to the
point where I'd go to bed and already
know how much of the outside world
would be covered with snow come
morning. It became clockwork. I'd tear
up the mountains with countless others
during the day, and Mother Nature
would repair our feeble scars overnight.
It was the greatest time I'd ever had in
the mountains.
And when did I go on this mythical
trip? Believe it or not, that trip was a
mere two months ago, during this very
lackluster winter of ours. Of course, as
you've probably figured out, it wasn't
here in the great Pacific Northwest. Nor
was I skiing in Alaska, the Alps or any
other exotic location. I was at home, in
the Sierra Nevadas, where during my
short stint of a week we received over 10
feet of pristine sugar.
Some of you are probably drooling
right now, saying, "Stop it!" I know
you're missing the snow. You're not
alone. After that .fateful week, I was
pumped. I made a considerable effort to
bring all my gear to school so I could
continue what I had anticipated to be a
magnificent season. Alas, something
peculiar has happened.
It's been sunny. Warm. Some might
even say it's been "nice" here in the PacWest. I'm a foreigner to this territory, yet
even I know that there's some funny
business going on here. This time last

year, it was impossible to leave the
resident
house without
philosopher encountering at
least a little bit of
king
Mother Nature's
blissful rain. And
remember seeing
the sky blue for months last year. But
now it seems blue has become fashionable all of a sudden.
As a Bay Area local, however, I don't
entirely despise this weather. It's like
being home, although the cold factor is
noticeably more severe here. Part of me
(my weaker half) often makes the admission that this "nice" weather isn't such a
bad trade-off for a dry winter. But my
domineering half overcomes that sentiment and reminds me that I'd really like
to get at least a little more snowboarding
in this winter.
What gives? What's happened to the
one faithful element always conjoined
with the word "Seattle?" Where's the
rain? Enough is enough, already! I want
some snow. I need some snow. I've had
enough of this nice weather, you've
spoiled us too much, Mother Nature! It's
time you get back to business; bring on
the depressing grayness that is our winter. I demand you to deliver us with
some snow, be it liquid concrete or plush
powder, snow is snow. I'll take what I
can get.
No. Wait! I apologize. Where are my
manners? Let me rephrase that sentiment: Please, Mother Nature, on behalf
of the UPS student body and devout
Washingtonian snowboarders (and
skiers) everywhere, deliver us please ...
with some DAMN SNOW!
Patrick Hutchison has taken talking
about the weather to a whole new level.
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Pondering an age-old question: T or A?
By Susanne Nelsen

}-10

you just don't think anything at all — which usually means they're just
"blah," or in some cases ugly. It's just that guys USUALLY have already
managed to check out the T & A situation before they even get to the
that's
face. How do they do that? It's like a lightning-quick, cat-like reflex.
awkward Although I must say that some girls don't make it hard for them.
Reflexes aren't needed when ass-tight jeans and low-ho-ho tank tops are
involved.
Maybe it's that girls have it harder. We don't usually go for t--s or ass
(although I'm not saying none of us do). Personally, I'm not impressed with pets or a
tight ass. In fact, throughout my looks-assessing career, some pretty unconventionally hot
guys have made my head turn. When it comes to physicality I go for eyes and height, bid —
above all (I know this sounds weird, but it's been a running trend so far) noses. I like
strong noses. Adrien Brody, for instance — one word: hot. Most of my girlfriends think
I'm crazy for this, but then again, one of my good friends likes chubby guys and
wrestlers. Why? I don't know. T--s and ass don't figure into it though, I can tell you that.
In fact, if we like a guy enough for reasons aside from his face, we're most often able to
overlook the looks.
However, maybe guys are able to do this too. An ex-boyfriend once informed me that
he's an ass guy, but overall that didn't matter when he asked me out, which left me to
chuckle at the irony of it all. That's nice, my lack of an ass didn't get in the way of our
relationship.
Overall I know the t--s, ass, and nose thing is just ballyhoo. I like to think nobody I
know would avoid asking someone out simply because she didn't, have a bootylicious
enough behind, or he didn't have the build of a wrestler. Looks are surface and never
definitive of whom someone actually is, otherwise girls without t--s or ass would have
flat characters and all guys with prominent noses would be liars. The thing is, if you really like ice cream, it doesn't matter what flavor it is. Whether it's Chunky Monkey or
Rocky Road it's what's inside, and the good feeling it gives you that makes it your
favorite.

now

Opinions Contributor
Lately I've been pondering an embarrassingly trivial question:
What is it about t--s and ass? I've been overhearing this question from
the straight contingent of the opposite sex for the last eight years, and
lately, more than ever: Which one are you — t--s or ass? I don't get it.
Are these really the only two options when it comes to defining the
physical beauty of a woman? Most men I know aren't stupid, shallow and monkey
enough to say yes, but I know they're all guilty of factoring in the two when checking out
a girl.
Of course the feminist in me thinks this is ludicrous — what about our minds, our
senses of humor? But then, really, how is a guy to know if a girl is smart or funny just by
looking at her? It doesn't happen often. I can't do it with most guys. Some of the dumbest looking guys I know are pretty sharp. And then again, who's to say that the guy is
even looking for a smart girl? If it's a party and he's had a few beers, intelligence doesn't
even factor in. All he's thinking is, "T--s. Ass."
Now, I'm not trying to generalize too much'here — I know there are guys out there
that are real winners. But it seems like even the winners surprise me once in a while with
the whole T & A debate. It seems that at age 13 a guy just automatically becomes a member of one of the two teams. And in recent years I've come to learn (through no first-hand
experience of my own, since I'm completely lacking in this department) that the A-team
is the most popular. Their motto is, "I pity the foo's who choose the boobs" ... even
though they'll take them any day. These teams aren't against one another, it's just a matter of preference. It's like when the opportunity to eat ice cream arises. If all that's available is strawberry and you're usually a chocolate guy, strawberry is gonna be juuuust
fine, because it's still ice cream.
The point is that everyone is guilty of judging somebody on their looks. It's instinctual and unavoidable; everyone does it. When you meet a stranger, before he or she even
opens her mouth you're either impressed by their moderate-to-dashing good looks, or

'

• Don't let Susanne fool you — she's an ass man.
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Strong season finish for UPS Hockey.
Poor turnout for "Rough Crossing."

Removal of Christmas
tree from SUB embodies
UPS diversity statement
7i) the Editor:

oldia

,i!

inybi s• Online voting.

Voting geteteoP
Men's basketball hosting NCAA
Division III play-offs.

ir

Climbing the ginormous crane. It's
your funeral. Your very tall funeral.

Campus band Handshakes for winning
third place at EMP's Sound Off!
The Last Romance, the crappy high school
emo-punk band that came in second.

Lighthou e
Laundry
5738 N. 26th St. #2
- Westgate South • Leonia
(comer of 26th Mari)
A great place to study: Clean and

As students involved in the dialogues which
- led to the decision not to put up a Christmas
tree in Marshall Hall this veal; we were deeply
troubled by the recent letter to the editor claiming that it violated the University diversity
statement, In her letter, Ms. Williamson argued
that singling out one religious tradition as
"offensive" represents a bias. It should be made
clear that it was not a matter of "some students"
being "offended," but rather part of a broad
vision to create a space that displays an equal
representation of all faiths throughout the year.
One faith should not dominate the space meant
to be the living room for all students. The same
logic would say that it's biased to single out one
religious tradition with a prominent display such as the tree. The decision to move the tree
to Kilworth was not taken lightly, but rather has
been discussed in the Union Board, Religious
Organizations Council and numerous other
venues for years. The committee contacted a
variety of other universities and many had
faced similar issues and chose not to have
Christmas trees, or large displays of any one

faith, dominate student space. After much discussion and research we decided that an integral first step to working towards a pluralistic
and affirming space for all students was to not
put up a Christmas tree in Marshall Hall. We
also proposed forming a permanent sub-committee of Union Board to discuss decorations in
Wheelock Student Center and commissioned a
permanent display case to be put on the first
floor of Wheelock that will function solely to
celebrate the multitude of religious observances
year round. This is the policy most in line with
the University diversity statement — supporting diversity and acknowledging the richness
of our community requires equal representation. Celebrating the holiday season does not
rely on the presence of a Christmas tree and we
feel that the new decorations that were put up
still created a festive and welcoming atmosphere that everyone could enjoy.
Respectfully submitted,

Marin Addis, Shire Goldstein, Erica
McGilliz)ray, Beefsa Herman, Alex Merritt-Smith,
Rachel Safran, Alina Vaynbers

Send its your thoughts. Submit a
Letter to the Editor to trailops@ups.edu
by 5 p.m. Monday

1 &. 213 edroom Apt. Avail. at an affordable price.
When you refer someone, we will pay you $100.
Just make sure they mention your name when touring.

comfortable well-lit carpeted room
with a study table

813 NORTH ' I K" STREET
(253) 383-6012

Maples Apartments
315 North "J." Street
(253) 383-3554

A great place to hang out: Shop and eat at

Bar crestApartments
501 South 7th S tree t
(253) 627-1854

Steele Manor Apartments
621 S. Steele St.
(253) 2748270

Vista Del Rey
319 Tacoma Ave. N.
(253) 383-7282

Heritage House
25 N. Broadway
(253) 383-1505

Westgate Mall while you wait
A great place to do laundry: Big machines,

soap vendor and change machines
Only one mile front campus
in Westgate South Mall

EXECUTIVE HOUSE

Please call or ernail for more information
472-RENT, mynewhomedmc imail.c om
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This time around Craven
and Williamsen are `Cursed'
Duo Wes Craven and
Kevin Williamsen team up
again for "Cursed"

THE MAP
17. I WANT YOU
By Bob Dylan

By Drew Gemmer
By Keith Ferguson
A&E Colininti.st

A&E Writer
ReMember the movie Scream? Back in
the 90's, the only horror movies to hit the
screens were the sequels to our favorite
slasher pies from the 80s — "Friday the
13th" (at least 11 sequels), "Nightmare on
Elm Street" (6 sequels) ... you get the idea.
And then came "Scream," the sleeper hit
of 1996 that not only became a cult classic,
but reinstated horror movies as genuine
Hollywood entertainment.
Since then, horror flicks like "The Sixth
Sense" and "The Ring" have further supported this theory, so that now you can
barely go a week without some new scary
movie hitting the theatres, with B-list
actors screaming their little heads off for
whatever reason. What makes "Cursed,"
which hit theatres Feb. 26, different from
the weekly and constantly-crappy horrormovie entry, is that it brings back
"Scream" and "Scream 2" duo director
Wes Craven and writer Kevin Williamson
for the first time since the "Scream"
movies.
Needless to say, I was very excited to
see what Craven and Williamson had to
offer us this time around. "Scream" was
my favorite movie, and I'd still say it's one
of the more enjoyable movies out there. I
even watched the first couple of seasons of
"Dawson's Creek" because I was such a
big fan of show creator/writer
Williamson. The last we heard from him
was in "Dawson's Creek" in 2000.
Unfortunately, I think it's safe to say that
his years since have not been spent writing
this movie.
"Cursed" is about a group of Los
Angeles misfits and partygoers who slowly find their lives being overshadowed by
werewolves. The main characters are
Christina Ricci and her little brother,
played by Jesse Eisenberg, who run into
some kind of 'animal' during their drive
home on Mfilholland Drive. The little
brother, who coincidentally has an
unhealthy obsession with werewolves, is
positive that the 'animal' was more than
just a bear or coyote. But stubborn Ricci
needs more convincing evidence. How
about a pentagram mysteriously burned
into the flesh on your hand? How about
your newfound taste for blood? No, Ricci's
not fooled that easily. You're just trying to
trick her.
Where this movie falls short is not little
shortcomings like characters who are too
stupid to realize (a) they're turning into
some kind of beast, (b) they're going to die
if they go and check out that strange noise
outside or (c) their best friend has always
been a werewolf and they just 'never
noticed. If little plot holes like this get to
you, then I would suggest never watching
a horror movie again for the rest of your
life. Horror movies revel in this, and that's
what makes them so fun — they don't take
themselves seriously.
No, where this movie falls short, and
where good horror fficks like the "Scream"
series did not, is the fact that we could give
a s**t about these characters. Ricci and
Eisenberg live in this huge house together
in L.A., their parents are dead somehow,
Eisenberg is a huge dork that everybody
•

Photo Courtesy of forum.rue-montgallet.com

UH, NO S**T—The latest from Wes
Craven is your typical bad horror movie.

believes is gay, and somehow, we still have
no clue who these characters are.
Eisenberg is the only semi-relatable character in the movie, but I'm still trying to
decide if I thought he was funny or really
annoying. He has a squeaky-voiced lovableness about him, but at the same time,
his voice is really squeaky and annoying.
The other bane of this movie is probably a vital fact in determining whether to
go and see this movie or not — this movie
is not scary at all. Believe me, I took two of
the biggest horror-movie wusses I know to
see this movie, just for the sheer pleasure
of watching them scream, and even they
weren't frightened a bit. Sure, it's cool
when Eisenberg crawls on the ceiling, and
there's a few parts where you'd want to be
a werewolf just so you could pull off some
cool martial-arts-combined-with-superhuman-strength-and-big-teeth moves (and
increased sex appeal), but there's nary a
scary image in this whole movie. The
werewolf in "Cursed" is about an eighth as
cool / frightening as the werewolf in
"Harry Potter and the Prisoner of
Azkaban" (though that was pretty frightening„ wasn't it?). I kept looking for the
zipper on the back of the costume, and
swear I might've seen it a couple of times.
But beyond all this negative talk, I don't
go to horror movies to be wowed by the
filmmaker's ingenuity and the innovative
plot. This movie was a slightly entertaining way to spend two hours. It's crappiness kept me laughing throughout the
film, and if I wasn't scared, I was still anxious to see what was next. Droopy-eyed
Joshua Jackson's in it, playing the same
cynical and witty role he's played his
whole life, and he's probably perfect for
the role.
Overall, I wouldn't say this movie is
worth watching in the theatre. I even felt a
little ripped off for my matinee ticket. But
I can see this movie being an awesome preparty drinking game on some Friday night
with a big group of people. You don't have
to pay attention to it all that dosely. The
previews set it up as a who-done-it murder mystery, a la "Scream," and it kind of
is, to a point. Williamson and Craven
know how to set it up so the last scene is
the most vital, and "Cursed" follows this
format to a 'T.' That fact alone will keep
you watching, if not disinterestedly, to the
final frame.

Drew turns into a Soft Coated Wheaten
Terrier on the full moon.

HEY AMP READERS!
Don't forget to submit your mix tapes!
SUBMIT TO CMB 1095
DEADLINE: FRIDAY MARCH 25
See trail.ups.edu for official rules Et guidelines.

It's hard to argue with a good
song. For example, even on a
really awful day, could you
honestly not feel just a little bit
better after listening to
'Blackbird?" I mean, really.
As soon I roll out of bed, I
can my CDs and decide which
song will get me going. It's good to pick
something like a Jiickson 5 song or the
Bowie/Queen anthem "Under
Pressure," something that soars and
smiles and kicks ass.
After all, if I'm going to be awake, I'd
prefer to soar, smile, and kick a little ass
myself. So, I listen to music that helps
me harness that feeling.
I turn to music \•vith a certain degree
of faith a I try to understand songs and
just follow them. 1 do this everyday.
And since entering- into this period of
uncertainty, two songs have stood out
for me. The first i!Fthiore of a Falling-onthe-Pavement song, and the other is a
Peddle-and-Steer song.
First up is Jackson Browne's "The
Pretender." I was 12 the first time I
heard this. At the time I was not worried about dental insurance or dull coWorkers. In other words, I could never
understand this song or follow it in the
way it's meant to be.
Then the other day, it comes on the
radio and 1 realize the whole song is
about everything I'm \ vorried over: a
self described "happy idiot who struggles for the legal tender." It's about resignation and compromise. Listening to
it made Me sweat a
Then there is Bob Dylan's "I INant
You." Now, this is less obvious than the
Iackson Brown. It's just Dylan singing
some love song to someone. But I wasn't drawn to it because of its love-song
dualities. I was drawn to it because
Dylan sounds so self-assured. the
knows what he 'a ants and gives the
impression that he'll probably get it.
fake a look at the first verse:

"Hello, this is Keith
Ferguson calling again
from Washington. I'm just
following up on an application I recently sent to you
regarding an internship with your company. I'm looking forward to talking
with you about the position. You can
reach me at the following number ... "
And so goes second semester of senior year. Jerry Seinfeld said that dates
are basically just job interviews with the
chance of being naked at the end. Well,
by that logic, second semester of senior
year is in some respects like one long
date. It's just as pleasant as it sounds.
Recently, I bumped into a friend of
mine on faculty and he asked me if
was ready to graduate. (Note: this is a
different question than "Are you ready
for life after graduation?" Totally different.) Anyway, I tossed back a sort of
cool, collected smile and said "Yeah, I
am" — like I do it all the time; oh yeah,
let's just chalk up another freaking
graduation. Blah, blab blah. Insert yawn
here.
Then this professor friend of mine
smiled like some Hawthorne villain or
something and said, "The training
wheels come off." And 1 laughed back,
giving him the points such a remark
deserves, and thought to myself,
"Sweet Moses, he's right! The training
wheels do come off." kVell, not in those
words exactly. That's sort of the familyfriendly, PG-13 version of what ran
through my mind.
The point is this: for two decades
everything has been more or less certain. There's a system and your entire
life is built upon it. You go to school
(elementary, middle, high, college, driving, whatever); you work part-time
jobs; you have a place to live; you have
food in the cupboards, like Ritz crackers
or granola bars; you fill out tax forms
The guilty undertaker sighs
but never owe any money to anybody.
The lonesome organ grinder cries.
For the most part, these things are
The silver saxophones say 1 should
just sort of worked out They don't realrefuse you
ly need that much thought. Yes, in colThe cracked bells and the washedlege you grocery shop and have a landout horns
lord, but you can still always count on
Blow into my face with scorn
Casa Ortega or Trimble if you have to.
But it's not that tvav,
And sometimes you do. I have.
I wasn't horn to lose you
But conic graduation, you're out
I want you, I want you
there. It's either pedal and steer or fall
I want you so bad
on the pavement.
Honey, 1 want you.
As an approach at daily life, I tend to
plan on pedaling and .steering, so to
Clearly, the odds are against Bob
speak; to really believe it possible if
here, what with the guilty undertaker
not likely. But at the same time, I always
and the cracked bells and all. I don't
expect to fall. Ultimately, I'm an optireally understand it all, but it's seems
mist, but with a passionate zeal for the
pretty dire. My worst moments of anxipossibility of disaster, failure and abject
loss. This disposition makes me a blast ety tend to be a lot like this.
But Bob is certain that no amount of
at parties.
undertakers and bells are going to drag
Consequently, this period of life is
him down. Why? Because he Wasn't
wearing on me a bit. Lately, I find
born to lose what he wants. He doesn't
myself jolting up in bed in an ulcerous
mention : hojw.he knows this. Ile just
fit, worrying about things like dental
knows certain. And that's what
insurance and really dull workplace
I love about :a4:Ong.
friends gradually becoming my only
I don't retheinber learning to ride a
friends. Woody Allen used to say in his
stand-up acts that he didn't drink alco- bike, but I did: And I'm sure that in the
hol or do drugs because "his body end, after a lot of proverbial wobbling
Would not tolerate it." Well I'm begin inn the next stage of life, I'll do just fine,
ning to think that when it comes to the lal"mjust going to have to do like Bob;
kind of all-encompassing uncertainty . ..look what I want in the face and just say
"I want you."
that is inherent in this stage of life,
Koith abides, I don't know about you
maybe my body just can't tolerate it.
but I lake cony ert iii that. It's good
Music is good for dealing vith this
knonnn' he's out them liking' 'er easy for
kind of anxiety because music is poweran 16 ti11111'n+.
ful and convincing. It's empowering.
-
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Cry, 'Baby,' cry . .. unless you're a man
By John Dugan
Managing Editor

•

I'm going to give it to you straight,
dear reader: I was very, very mistyeyed at the conclusion of "Million
Dollar Baby" when I saw it last
month. I'm not ashamed to tell you
this, because if you've seen the movie, you can concur that
it's basically the definition of a "tearjerker." I loved the
characters, loved the story and during the final 15 minutes
found myself struggling mightily to maintain some sort of
dignity, even if the theater was completely empty of other
viewers. In short, I was a wreck.
The recent Oscar domination by "Baby" got me thinking that I must not have been the only guy to tear up at this
powerful boxing tale, and that maybe every man who saw
it had a similar reaction. I thought about it and determined
that; yes, every man with a heart beat who saw the film
must have felt as devastated as I did, because of one mitigating factor: "Million Dollar Baby" is a sports film, and
guys are allowed to cry at sports films.
This is not the case in other genres of films. You don't
see a lot of guys talking about how much they bawled at
the end of "Fried Green Tomatoes" or "Sophie's Choice."
The fact is, it's expected that men will not cry during your
run-of-the-mill tearjerker, and will probably be laughed at
if they did. But throw in a basketball hoop or a baseball
glove, and let the tears flow. (On the other hand, I can't
think of WHY any guy would cry at "Fried Green
Tomatoes." That movie stunk.)
Think about it: would you fault a guy for misting up at
the father-son conclusion of "Field of Dreams"? Or the
mother of all cry-fests, "Brian's Song"? Of course not. At
least, hopefully not. But hear a guy say the ending to

"Terms of Endearment" had him
sobbing like Dick Vermeil, and
you'd probably laugh. And that's
understandable, because sports
films are created primarily for a
male audience, so a tearful reaction
to a somber sports tale is acceptable
for a man.
As such, when a well-made sports film is able to induce
tears from both its male AND female audience, chances
are there will be some gold statues involved come Oscar
time. But that's the kicker: if a male cries at it, a female is
probably going to as well. That's not the case with criers
aimed at women, such as "The Notebook." Female-oriented tearjerkers have mostly been ignored by the Oscars
because of the ways they have to manipulate the audience
into feeling something.
Sports films, conversely, have built-in drama that doesn't need to be manipulated or massaged to draw in the
audience, and have consequently been Oscar favorites
over the years. There's practically a laundry list of sportsthemed tearjerkers Oscar loved: "Rocky," "Raging Bull,"
"Bang the Drum Slowly" "The Natural," "Hoosiers,"
"Jerry Maguire" and now "Million Dollar Baby," to name
a few.
So is that the answer? Because sports films are aimed
towards men, crying is allowed if appropriate? That's a
simple way out, but I think there's a more complex
answer. Virtually all men have experienced the inherent
drama and investment of real sports, and therefore have a
connection to the characters in these films. They know
what it is like to compete, to devote every ounce of energy
to one goal, and as such have experienced the agonizing
pain of defeat and loss within that realm. This deep-felt
connection creates a sentimentality for men towards

the
tipping
point

Pop-punk music spreads
message, taking action
By Whitney Mackman
A&E Writer

.4

I should have guessed from the drive
up to Seattle Feb. 24 for the Hurley
International Take Action Tour that things
weren't going to work out as planned. In
the words of my good friend Mo
McDonald: "There were special, special
people on the road that night." We finally
got to El Coraz6n, formerly The
Graceland, after ditching the first two
bands (Plain White T's and Hopesfall), to
get there in time for Anberlin's set. We
were welcomed by blinding orange signs
with a depressing "Sold Out" all over the
doors. Even after working our best charm
on the woman at the front, we couldn't
get in. Right then, Anberlin started.
It was then that we realized we could
hear the band just as well on the outside.
In truth, we were really only missing the
visual aspect, and I don't ever miss the
sweaty moshing throngs of emotionally
overcharged punk rockers in one of the
smallest venues I've been to.
So Mo and I walked around back to
hear the band through the fan vents and
catch the warm breeze from inside. While
dancing next to the dumpsters in the
street, we met a group of people who had
driven over from Idaho only to see those
damn orange signs as well.
We quickly bonded over our common
woe and kicked around the hackey-sack
to the soothing voice of Anberlin. After
running back to the car during
Hawthorne Heights to get sweatshirts
and hunting down coffee and snacks to
bring back to our new friends, we were
back in time for Sugarcult to step on
stage.
A security guard (who had apparently
seen us bumming around the building all
night — ticket hookers begging in the
dark doorway) told us that as soon the
stubborn ticket woman left, he would
sneak us into the concert. Sure enough,
once Sugarcult began to play, he was
waving us inside right in time for the
headlining band.
After opening with some of the usual
favorites, such as "Memory" and
"Bouncing Off The Walls," they reminded
everyone to sign the petition at their
merch table.

Turns out that the Take Action Tour
not only means a tour of punk and hardcore bands, but also means saving lives
from suicide. Many of Sugarcult's lyrics
are about being alone, depressed and on
the verge of giving up.
However, the band makes a point of
not shirking the responsibility that comes
with their position as role models to
impressionable, independent youth.
They want to make sure their listeners
know that they don't have to do it alone,
that many people feel this way and that
there are always shoulders to lean on.
Mainly, they want to spread awareness
about suicide prevention and push the
message that suicide is not the answer.
As of 2003, the National Suicide Rate
was 10.7 per 100,000 people, and the rate
was 13.8 in the Washington, Oregon and
Idaho group, with only 6 participating
Crisis Centers in the National Hopeline
Network. The Montana, Wyoming, Utah,
Colorado, North Dakota, and South
Dakota group had the highest rate, at
14.6, with only 4 participating Crisis
Centers. That's not even enough for each
state.
Since this topic hits a little close to
home for me, as well as*about half of the
student body here at UPS, I was thrilled
to see people in positions of power actually doing some charitable good on their
soapbox.
Since 2001, the Take Action Tour has
been working with the National Suicide
Hopeline Network (1-800-SUICIDE) and
a portion of the proceeds earned by the
artists, the tour and the compilation CD
will be donated to this amazing organization. Thanks to petitions to US Senators,
suicide and mental-health issues are gaining national attention in the halls of government.
If you'd like more information on this
tour, check out www.takeactiontour.com
and find out what you can do in order to
help the cause and get your name on the
petition.
There's nothing like wandering the
streets of Seattle, making new friends
over a game of kick in back alleys while
fighting for suicide prevention with
bands you admire and music you love.
Whitney Mackman takes those yellow
cards like a pro!

sports films, and so when one asks us to cry, we usually
oblige.
(This, of course, is not meant to belittle any female athletes who have that same connection with sports. It just
seems that women are more readily able to sympathize
with and cry for something they don't necessarily feel a
deep relationship with, which men are unlikely and
unwilling to do.)
Boxing films, with innate themes of hard work, dedication and redemption to rely upon, often bring the most
tears out of men, and for that "Million Dollar Baby" benefits. Even men who have never boxed can feel an association with boxers because of its universality. Compare that
to the seeming universality of cancer that runs through
"Terms of Endearment," one of the all-time tearjerkers and
yet still a film at which men are not necessarily supposed
to cry. The difference is that, while men may have a connection with losing a loved one to cancer, for the most part
they do not have the connection of actually experiencing
cancer, whereas they likely have the experience of winning
the big game.
Maybe I'm not the best person to be expounding on this
subject, me being the guy who just about drowned the
projectionist when I saw "Braveheart" and "Life is
Beautiful." But with the longtime Oscar success of sports
films and the recent infatuation with "Million Dollar
Baby," it was time to look at why sports films allow for
male tears. If you don't believe me, take another look at
"Field of Dreams." Just try to hold it together when the
father and son have a catch ... after not talking for a
decade ... and the sun's setting ... I mean ...
(I'm sorry; it's getting a little dusty in here. I think my
allergies are acting up. I'm just going to go get a tissue.)
John Dugan is the Managing Editor. And he won't hesitate
to tell you that.

Take some time for tea!
By Lauren Iversen
A&E Writer
Tea. Tee. The. Te. Thee. Always true to
its form, the name is simple and sweet in
every culture.
Tea is practically synonymous with
relaxation, reminding us of a carefree time
in our lives when bees didn't have stingers
and chickens could fly.
With so much potential contained in a
little cup, it's a crying shame that our culture has no "tea time" altogether. It seems
that these days, in order to maintain loyalty to our ancient friend, we must once
again embark on the adventure that we
have known since childhood: the Tea Party.
The tea party is a staple event in every
American life, regardless of gender or age.
And even though it might seem like it's
been eons since the idea crossed your
mind, the tea party, unlike "your-mom
jokes" never gets old.
As Alexandra Stoddard once said, "The
tea party is a spa for the soul. You leave
your cares and work behind. Busy people
forget their business. Your stress melts
away, your senses awaken."
In that sense, having a tea party is the
perfect way to remedy the effects of
midterms and celebrate the coming of
spring break. And, with its soothing
image, inviting somebody out for tea
(when compared to its coffee counterpart)
can speak lengths for itself:
"Let's go have tea."
Translation: "I would like to speak in a
soothing manner while I gaze into your
eyes."
"Would you like to get coffee with me
some time?"
Translation: "Please, come watch me
feed my addiction. while I twitch nervously
and glance suspiciously into your eyes."
If the thought of having a tea party tickles your fancy, then the utmost care must
be taken in planning it.
For some, even boiling a pot of water is
beyond culinary potential. For their sake,
we'll start with the basics.
If you want to take the easy route and
opt for tea bags instead of the leaves and
strainer, it's not that hard to make. Pour
hot water into a cup with a teabag and
watch the magic unfold. It's just that easy.
Traditionally, tea is generally divided
into four categories: black, herbal, green
and oolong.

Black teas have a smoky aroma and an
intense flavor. Some examples-of black tea
include Earl Grey, English Breakfast and
Darjeeling.
Herbal teas, made from herbs, are naturally sweet and free of caffeine. This
includes Chamomile and Peppermint tea.
Green tea is usually pale green or yellowish
in color (hence the name "green tea"). Its
flavor is milder than that of black or oolong
tea, and studies have also shown that it has
many healthy benefits and can even neutralize bad smells. It is also relatively low
in caffeine.
Oolong tea is a dark Chinese tea that has
been partially fermented before drying.
They are stronger than green teas, but more
delicate than the black teas. Black Dragon
and Pouchong are a few examples of
oolong teas.
With so many choices out there, the tea
that you serve at the tea party might also
depend on the food that will go along with
it.
Finger sandwiches are easy to make and
relieve the host from the added burden of
choking guests. Try them with cream
cheese and watercress, chicken or tuna
salad, cheddar cheese and tomato, pickles
and bananas and the ever popular peanut
butter and jelly.
Make them nice and neat by cutting
them into different shapes from rectangles
to triangles to tetrahedrons, alternating
between dark and light breads. Use special
shaped cookie cutters to spice things up.
After the sandwiches come scones or crumpets with jam, butter and/or lard.
To top it off, offer guests mini fruit tarts,
chocolate truffles, small cookies (cookitos)
or bite-sized pieces of cake. Play music by
Bob Carlisle to set the mood.
While tea, music and food selection are
up to the discretion of the host and guests,
dressing up is non-negotiable. Anything,
as long as it's crazy, will do. Check your
local thrift store for ugly hats, old lady
dresses, monocles and canes.
To ensure a well executed party, have
guests work on tea party etiquette, practice
tea-sipping form and keep those pinkies
up!
Finally, the underlying secret of every
successful tea party: You do not have to
actually serve tea.
Water will do just fine.
Lauren wants her bag of seven babies, even if
they're being taken cars of by beautiful hands.
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Kittredge Gallery is a pixel world
By Jared Smith

oil-based relative in these paintings. Each

A&E Writer

bit of space on these rectangular, non-electronic monitors holds their own pixel-like
shapes, building blocks which seem so similar, yet are discreetly different enough to
make different contributions to the greater
visual. Yet they also stand by themselves as
well.
The exhibit features selected paintings
by Alfredo Arreguin, a Mexican-born artist
who has lived in Washington state for more
than 45 years. His unique, unmistakable
style has been praised for its nuance and
ambiguity, as well as for exploring the
missing link between human life and
nature.
Indeed, though the foregrounds of his
paintings usually feature animals in the
wild (often near the water), people always
Photos Courtesy of Rachel Decker/The Trail
seem present as well, watching over each
ARE THOSE STORKS?—Alfredo Arreguin's paintings incorporate the
scene like some benevolent Big Brother.
circle, continously projecting images that stare back at it's viewer.
Arreguin can embed faces in the mist of the
sky, the crags of a ridge or the bumps of a
they want out of that, but by enhancing the painting's visutree stump.
al dynamic, Arreguin simultaneously has enhanced its alleSome of his face angles are mugshots, some are profiles,
gorical pertinence.
some in between. Some look human and some look like
Arreguin normally uses bright colors that when applied
they were modeled off Nickelodeon cartoon characters.
alongside each other, slide easily from one tint to the next.
One of his paintings, "Frida and the Wolf," where the face
He seems to prefer centering his paintings, meaning that
of Frida Kahlo emerges out of the rows of fog above a formuch of the foreground figures and flashiest colors seem
est vignette, is another in his ongoing series of tributes to
condensed in the center, while the edges of his paintings
his Mexican artist predecessor. Some faces seem more repfeature cooler colors and fewer foreground figures.
tilian than man, while at least one resembled former
This isn't always the case. One painting, "Chichen-Itza,"
French Prime Minister Charles de Gaulle. Arreguin designs named for the ancient Mayan ruins site in Mexico it
each face according to the background it springs out of,
depicts, despite being the largest in the g-allery; is packed
and in the process, renders the wide swath of vision
with foreground visuals. Tree branches spiraling out in
between close-up observation and far-away viewing a
every direction are inhabited by big cats, little birds, monzone of uncertainty.
keys and butterflies. The seemingly omnipresent eyes and
In the rare splotches of oil paint where there are no
faces are there, pushing their way out of the floral backfaces, you can be sure Arreguin has installed some eyes.
drop. The painting actually grows denser as it approaches
The most prolific shape Arreguin uses is the circle. the frame and seems ready to burst out of its frame and
Whether dotting the hides of the cheetahs, coyotes or birds
prompt a "Jumanji"-like wildlife-meets-domestic-life incihe regularly features on his paintings, or condensing little
dent.
droplets of mist out of his clouded backgrounds, the circles
Many of the solid, soil-rooted objects he paints, whether
seem just another basic element of the painting. The disthey be branches of trees or pits of rock protruding out of
tinctive way he fills those circles in, filling them with denridges, have the texture, patterns and movement of a coiled
sity, color and layers, gives them a conscious, human qual- snake skin, a resemblance enhanced by the hot, fiery colors
ity, at once natural and artificial. You can't look at a leaf, a
Arreguin uses.
branch, cloud or a water ripple without sensing that someNO shakerfack5ameavVieulalitiilthbugh again, vice rain
thing's looking back at you.
never be sure of what, isn't there in theste painfings), , but
Eyes aren't the only piece of live anatomy Arreguin uses that adds another fitting visual allegory to these paintings.
to bring nature to life in his stop-action paintings, though. Just as the snake that bites its tail goes around and around,
In one painting on display, so does Arreguin's work seem without top and bottom,
"The Return to the means and end. The little things tell just as much about this
Okanogan," Arreguin com- painting as the larger, obvious ones, and neither are combines a speckled skyline of plete without the other.
crystallized, pupil-like moisLife-in-general metaphors would seem in abundance
ture with the somersaulting here, but don't make up your mind until you've seen this
leaps of rivers whose corru- exhibit, which runs for another week. You never know
gated edges resemble fingers what you may spot or what may spot you.
extending out at fish battling
• Jared's relieved to know that seeing eyes and faces looking out
against the current. Viewers
at you from walls doesn't necessarily make you crazy.
will read whatever message
1

While looking at the latest exhibit in the Kittredge
gallery these days, you get the feeling that you can stare at
a painting for a thousand years from a thousand different
angles, and still never get the sense that you've seen everything.
You can zoom in on every square inch of every oil canvas on display for 10 minutes each, if you've got the time.
You can stare at each painting from as far across the room
as you can situate yourself. It doesn't seem to matter either
way. In this case, the big picture is no more important than
the little; the sum is often equal to each of its parts.
Computer Science majors might be as much at home in
Kittredge these days as Fine Arts majors, for the make-up
of the current exhibit is distinctly world wide web-ish.
Pixels, the tiny little dots of color that make up the area of
an internet page, and together form a larger image, have an

Photos Courtesy of Rachel Decker/The Trail

SO MANY DOTS!—Alfredo Arreguin's works are on dis-

play at Kittredge Art Gallery through March 11.
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Go team

Renovation team unveils new mural for
Thompson Hall: "Balls Deep in Science"
Science building to redefine public art in a
daring display of audacity, irreverence and
raunchy enthusiasm for science.
By John Basedow
Combat Zone Guest WriteriFitness Celebrity
Last week the team responsible for the renovation of
Thompson Hall unveiled the design for the mural that will
adorn its East wall. Written in a hip, urban-inspired graffiti script, "Balls Deep in Science" will remind the greater
campus community of the dedication and hard work of
the students sequestered within the lofty halls of the university's science building.
Often accused of extreme isolationism and reclusive
tendencies, our campus scientists want to reaffirm their
continued connection to the outside world, and feel that
anything written in graffiti script bespeaks an intuitive
sense of what is "hip." The mural will span the entire
height of Thompson's four stories and come pre-designed
from an East Coast graphic design firm. Thompson's scientists have chosen the pre-fab route over the "commission an artist" route because "human involvement is
messy," according to Chemistry guru Christopher

Timmons.
"We don't want to open that can of worms,"
he adds.
Some dissenters have raised the issue that
such a mural may detract from the campus' current "classy" look, exchanging good taste for
"wack-ass bulls'," as one anonymous critic
put it. Other skeptics have opposed on "moral
grounds." Phil Larson, one such objector, suggested that, "The idea of burying one's whacker
right up to the gonads in science is both perplexing and disgusting. I'd prefer not to think
about it, much less see it written on a building I
Photo courtesy google.com
go into every day." Mr. Timmons responded, "It
could have been much more offensive if we had 000HH DEAR, HERE WE GO — The wacky folks over in
set our minds to it. Bastards like Mr. Larson had' Thompson have outdone themselves for the first time. Keep an eye out
best keep they mouths shut 'fore we go balls for other signs of life from a department on a mission to reassert its
manliness and whatnot.
deep in them too. Word."
The notion of the scientist as some sort of
reevaluation of what it means to explore the world we live
wild-eyed brigand bent on being an outcast and an jackass
in
through hypothesis and experimentation. Like it or not,
is a new one. The world isn't quite used to its chemists
the new Thompson Hall will remain "Balls Deep in
and physicists "rolling deep" and "throwing 'bows" while
sipping malt beverages at the behest of "bangin' hot Science."
Like Thomas Haden Church, Mr. Basedow enjoys going
shorties." Perhaps the new Thompson mural will be the
deep... deep.
first step in a rejuvenation of the scientist's image and a

Like a brutal storm in a hilly part of town, this
ASUPS election will probably end in bitter run off
A tight race is on hand as similarly
named candidates fight to the death
By Reginald Labrist
Campus Political Correspondent
As the votes eireutallied (for the. niuch ,4ped ASUPS
Presidential elections, it appears that the numbers are
decidedly too close to call. Ryan McAninch, the leader by
a photo finish, will have to deal with contentions from
other write-in candidates such as Ryan McAaninch, Ryan
Macintosh, Ryan Makowitz and Ryan Mach7anovich. The
voters have spoken, and done so in a confusing and convoluted fashion, making it quite clear to the world that
they have no idea who they're trying to vote for.
A late-comer to the electoral process, Mcanintch has an
odd name. It confused the hell out of his voters, his supporters, and this reporter. Apparently, however, there
were a preponderance of other oddly titled candidates
running for this position, most of whom have names
resembling Mr. Mcaninish. This problem frequently disrupts the electoral process in the Ukraine and other eastern European nations where most of the citizens have

largely the same name, but comes as a surprise to the UPS
community of hetero-nomed students. Electoral officials
are baffled, and the Honor Court has been invited to join
in the head-scratching.
This vote tally reflects a fragmented student body lacking a unified voice.
"There is no one UPS," suggests Macovisk. "It seems to
be a thousand different voices all shouting for something,
or someone different. Unfortunately, many of them shouted for me, but many, many more shouted for people
whose names just sound like mine." The chances are
excellent that the confusion will result in a bloody coup, or
perhaps an unpleasant confrontation of a more subtle
nature. There has been some speculation of Mr. Mcnavich
murdering Mr. Markovinch in his sleep, or perhaps at his
breakfast.
Talk of other election-time foul play has been on the
wind, but the appropriate agencies have yet to make their
decisions regarding these issues. Pundits have suggested
that Mr. Malkovich played an unfairly involved role in
helping voters make their decisions, delivering baked
goods and other treats to students as they visited his custom built voting booth on Todd Field. Controversy surrounding the issue of "the polling place" has also arisen in
light new internet voting technologies.
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"The
internet is all
around us,"
explains
Maconich.
"It's the basis
for everything we do
in the 21st
century:
How the hell
can I stay
away from it
MACASOMTHIN'
Mr. Macodoch and
during some other guy take time for a photo op.
polling just before launching the world's most conhours?" fusing campaign for an office whose funcThough tion is totally nebulous anyway.
clearly
exploiting a loophole in ASUPS by-laws, his defense has
thus far proved bulletproof. Only time will tell which candidate will end up spending your $187 next year, but all
signs seem to be pointing to Mr. MacAnnocvich.
Mr. Labrist also received one vote for the presidency.
Unfortunately, this was not quite enough for further consideration.
—

Headlines in Brief
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Should anyone be interested in hosting a bitchin' middle school party, the Combat
Zone has dug deep into the memory vaults and dug up some essential listening
material. Let the memories wash over you...
Bush Sixteen Stone. Sex god Gavin Rossdale croons poetic Kurt rip-offs over
chunky 1995 guitars: "We live in a world where everyone steals / but when we
rise it's like strawberry fields"
Live Throwing Copper. Ed something or other brings all his weird quasi-religious
imagery to the post-grunge table. "I sank into Eden with you/ Alone in the
church by and by/ I alone love you/ Fear is not the end of this..."
Garbage Garbage (the pink album). You know you had a huge crush on Shirley
Manson, we all did too. "I'm only happy when it rains/ I'm only happy when
it's complicated"
Coolio — Gangsta's Paradise. A landmark from a time when we didn't realize that
suburban white kids listening to songs about the ghetto on cassette tape wasn't
cool. "I'm 23 now, will I live to see 24/ the way things is goin' I don't know"

Fighting Party leaves five students dead
and ten injured, Tricycle races leave
hundreds entertained

—

—

—

University issues election statement:
"F*** it. We're just keeping Wes and
Ryan for another year."
Ron Thom pays surprise visit to construction. "I ordered a building, not a
huge hole!"
Cellar sets new record for stoned idiots
served in a single evening

Need an extra hand in the bedroom? Rent a staff 'member' of the Trail!
$75 gets you two hours worth of stamina-filled, well-muscled pinch hitter. Done early? They'll cut your lawn and detail your car!
Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of The 'Trail, its staff or the administration. In fact, the Combat Zone doesn't really represent the opinions
of anyone. Please send complaints to trail@ups.edu .
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Softball splits double header in home opener
By Oliver Reif
Sports Writer
The Puget Sound softball team split its
opening double header of the season
against St. Martin's on Feb. 27. The first
game was taken by the Loggers at 7-6, but
St. Martin's was able to pull off an 8-3 win
the second time around.
In the first game, the Loggers showed
strength at the plate with 11 hits compared
with St. Martin's seven. Leading Logger
hitters were Hailey Gee with three hits,
and Maren Buck and Tara Jansson each
with two hits. Hailey Gee also had three
RBIs which helped close out the first game.
For St. Martin's, Amber Young was leading
the team in scoring with only two runs.
Impressively, the Loggers were down 6-0
and struck a seven run scoring streak to
win the game.

In the second game, the tables turned as
the Loggers scored only three runs. In the
first two innings, they grabbed five runs
and although the Loggers were able to
score in the bottom of the third, St.
Martin's still pulled away 8-3. The Saints'
record stands at 2-2 while the Loggers
stand at 1-1. Tara Lingl, the pitcher for the
Saints, pitched five innings in game two,
and allowed seven hits and three runs.
This season will be a building season
for the Loggers, as only three seniors are
playing this spring: nfielders Buck, Kayla
Jansson and Wells. Buck, a strong leader
for the team, received honorable mention
in the NWC last year and had the team
high in steals, runs scored and walks.
Wells will be a long-time returner and will
be counted on to provide leadership for the
rest of the team. Jansson was the only player to play all 36 games last year and boasts

the team high in total bases, hits,and batting average. In total there are nine returners from a team that finished fifth in the
northwest conference. Jessica Roberts was
a relief pitcher for Gee, a junior transfer
from Lamar Community College in
Colorado, and pitched three perfect
innings. As a right-handed pitcher, Gee is
highly anticipated to bring a lot of strength
to this year's team. Lindsay Fujita, a freshman from Honolulu, starts as the Loggers
second baseman, and is expected to
become a key infielder for the Loggers as
she begins her college career as a Logger.
The Loggers don't
have much time to rest
and jump right into
NWC play against
Pacific on Mar. 5 and
George Fox on Mar. 6.

The polls currently rank the Loggers at
number three while Pacific and Lewis and
Clark are ranked sixth and fifth, respectively. The Whitworth Pirates are leading
the ranks and currently stand at a 4-0
record, but have yet to play conference
games. Last year's record was 15-21 with a
conference record of 12-16. It seems promising that this season will bring a bigger
performance.

S

• Sports Writer Oliver Reif will spend his
spring break attempting to set a new world
record time of running to Hawaii and back.

Become a
Perspectives Leader!
Be a leader, make a difference...
Come join the team.

a

a

Perspectives Leader
Applications due
March 7 by 5pm at
Student Development
Questions? Contact
Student Development at

x33 171tA .y.EM_ysebni.1 Pic
Jess Wilkerson/ ASUPS Photo Services

WAIT FOR IT ... WAIT FOR IT ... NOW! — The Loggers used a late inning offensive burst to take the first game of
a double header from St. Martin's on Feb. 27 on UPS turf.

Looking for offcampus housing?
Most

totirxt students ms

holly teeswb o they pat:

65% have 0 - 4 drinks* when they party
79% did not drive after drinking
75% used a designated driver when drinking

Brought to you by:
Off-Campus
Student Services
Wheelock 203

(For some peopk- any amount of drinking may be dangerous)
Based on 2004 NCHA survey data

Find a roommate
Compare rent prices
Review leases
Questions? Want to get involved?

Call Counseling, Health & lilellness Services at 879.1555
*one drink. one 12 oz. beer, 4-5 oz. wine, 1 oz. hard liquor
Know the alcohol policy in The Logger

http://wvvw.ups.edu/dsa/offcampus
FMI: offcampus@ups.edu
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Women's tennis undefeated, men yet to win
to the visiting Missionaries and Pirates, the men traveled
to Whitman and Whitworth to suffer two losses and have
yet to win this season. Feb. 25 they suffered an embarrassThe women's tennis team remains undefeated after
ing 0-7 foss to the Missionaries in Walla Walla. Until Feb.
beating conference foes Whitman and Whitworth Feb. 25
26, they had not taken a single match from any opponent.
They won some games against the Pirates but still went
and 26. This conference win streak is now at three games,
home frustrated after losing 3-4.
having defeated PLU Feb. 18 at home. Facing Whitman,
junior Melissa Snyder took the only loss for UPS as the
Number one senior Rogers Hawley won both of his
Loggers crushed the Missionaries 8-1. The following day, matches on Feb. 26, and he believes that the Logger men's
Feb. 26 UPS beat the Pirates by the same score. Sophomore
team is not going anywhere unless some serious changes
are made.
Alyssia Sidoff was the only Logger to be defeated, losing a
"Our school doesn't recruit tennis players," he comclose match 7-5, 7-5. Sophomore Courtney Dunham, playing number one in the absence of the injured sophomore plained. "Other programs recruit and we are falling
Taryn Anderson, was awarded NWC player of the week
behind in the conference."
and UPS athlete of the week for winning both of her sinWhen asked about the team's strengths, Hawley
grinned and struggled to come up with an appropriate
gles matches and two doubles matches.
While the women were handing the proverbial spoon answer.
"We've lost every single match, so
I'd have to say probably ... attitude I
guess," he said. "We're optimists, not
pessimists."
Optimistic or not, the Logger men
are considered the fourth best team in
the NWC, which is not half bad taking
into account their recruiting strategies, or lack thereof.
"The reason we are where we are
now is because UPS recruits country
club kids who play rich kid sports,"
Hawley concluded. "All we need to
do is show some recruits our facilities
which are the best in the conference
and we would attract a lot more talent."
The men's team may be down and
out, but the women are still competitors, and are making a superb start to
the season. March 4 and 5 versus
Greg Grog,gel/ASUPS Photo Services
Willamette and Linfield mark the next
WHAT DO WE DO NOW COACH?—Head coach Steve Bowen consults his
two conference home matches for the
players in a secret courtide conference.
women, before they hit the road for
By Jeff Swiryn

Assistant Sports Editor

Greg Groggel/ASUPS Photo Services

REACH FOR THE STARS—Having won all three con-

tests this season, the logger women refuse to lose on their
home courts.
the remainder of the season. The men do not return home
until April, when they will play their last five conference
matches in the tennis pavilion.

Assistant Sports Editor Jeff Swiryn does not understand why
we have to be overwhelmed. Why can't we just be whelmed?

Women's b-ball finishes season with two road victories
By Greg Chalfin

Sports Writer
Seniors Lindsay May, An &ct 44*, an
and Melissa Wolfe
did not want to end their career in February. The plan was
to make another deep run in the NCAA Tournament.
After a blistering 11-0 start, the Loggers finished 7-7 in
their final fourteen games and those plans had to be
changed. It was the seventh most successful season in
Puget Sound history.
The Loggers finale on Feb. 26 at Lewis & Clark played
out much like their season. A hot early start was soon met
by second half adversity. UPS led by as many as nineteen
points and held a decisive 37-22 halftime edge. The
Pioneers refused to quit and clawed back to within two
points with less than three minutes remaining. Behind the
steady free throw shooting of May and company, Puget
Sound won its ninth conference game and ensured their
fifth consecutive winning record in Northwest Conference
play at 9-7. A strong performance from two UPS players
in their final games in the Logger maroon was ultimately
the difference. .May collected game highs of 24 points and
eight rebounds to pace the Loggers, while Straw dosed
out her career with 15 points, six rebounds, five steals, and
three blocks.
Feb. 25, the night before, Puget Sound traveled across
•

town to face rival Pacific Lutheran. The Loggers most
impressive conference victory had come a month earlier,
Jan. 28, against the Lutes, winning going away 74-56. PLU
would finish 10-6 in the conference, ahead of UPS. Still,
Puget Sound swept the Tacoma rivalry, winning away
from Memorial Fieldhouse for the first time since Jan. 7 by
the slimmest of margins, 51-50. Once again, the Loggers
were led by May and Straw, scored 14 and '15 points
respectively and grabbed 10 rebounds apiece. Both teams
struggled to find ways to score. Both teams shot just over
an abysmal 35 percent and 50 percent from the free throw
line. As would happen in Portland, the Loggers seemed
comfortably in control of the game halfway through the
second half, leading by 14. A 19-6 run brought PLU as
close as one in the waning moments, but Puget Sound
hung on despite missing two free throws with six seconds
remaining. It gave the Lutes a final chance to win the
game, but Puget Sound's defense prevailed. The win gave
the Loggers the first Tacoma series sweep in nine years.
In a season that might be looked at as a failing one
because of such high preseason expectations and such a
fast start, the Loggers did finish 19-7 and in the top half of
the NWC.
"The ultimate goal is to win a NWC Championship and
so when you don't reach that goal you feel as though you
came up short," head coach Suzy Barcomb said. "We fin-

ished 18-7 which is the seventh best record in Puget Sound
history, so you must maintain some perspective."
Puget Sound reached the NCAA Elite Eight a year ago
and reached as high as fourth in the polls.
"Expectations might have been this team's downfall,"
Lindsay May said when asked to describe her final season,
"(It was) challenging. Challenging because we had such
high expectations to live up to from last year and our
national tournament run. Challenging because we were a
team full of young players."
Puget Sound will sorely miss Straw, May, and Wolfe
next season. May and Straw were the NWC sixth and eight
most prolific scores. May led the conference in rebounding at 10.1 per game, while Straw was second in blocked
shots. Primarily a role player, Wolfe averaged 2.5 points
and 2.5 rebounds and played in all 25r games. The three
will greatly miss Logger Basketball as well.
"My teammates are my best friends, plain and simple,
and the memories I've made here are priceless," May said.
A season summarized like that cannot possibly be
deemed a failure.

Sports Writer Greg Chalfin wrote this article wearing nothing but a hamburger bun ketchup and belt that contained all
the powers of '80's rock super group Foreigner.

UPS Hockey stuns WSU in final minute
By Sean Duade
Sports Editor
Puget Sound split a pair of games' with
Washington State on their home ice Feb. 27
and 28, winning 7-6 and losing 1-9 on consecutive nights. The games marked the
Loggers last appearances this season at
Sprinker Arena - Puget Sound's temporary
home in Parkland, a 20-minute drive from
ampus.
Puget Sound faithfuls willingly packed
the stands for the matchup, making the
mini-trek to the arena, in support of the
Loggers last home games of their inaugural.
The first game - raucous crowd and last
minute heroics aside - resulted in an athletic historical occasion for Puget Sound, as
they notched their first victory over a Pac8 opponent (think Pac-10 minus Arizona
and Arizona State). Though It almost didn't happen as the Loggers trailed 5-3 enter-

ing the third period.
"We called a timeout after the second
period," center Scott Brozena said. "We all
said we weren't out of it we just needed a
quick goal and we'd be back in it. Then
thirty seconds into the period we scored.
Then another two to three minutes later,
boom, we get another goal and that makes
it 6-5."
Brozena, a junior and dub president,
leads the team in assists (19) and points
(30), and came up big for the Loggers in the
opening game.
"Brian Starr got past a defenseman and
then found me from behind the net with
the perfect pass," Brozena said,"and I got a
quick one-timer past the goalie."
The crowd went berserk following the
Brozena's one-timer. The goal capped a
four-goal comeback and was the end of
rollercoaster night for the Loggers and an
emotionally exhausted crowd.
"That was the first Pac-8 team we beat

this year," Brozena said, already looking
ahead, "so it's a big confidence builder for
next year."
The second game was a reversal of fortune for Puget Sound. Entering into the
third period of their second contest with
the Cougars the Loggers found themselves
down 3-1, and echoing their comeback
mantra from the night before.
"We weren't really all that concerned,"
Brozena said. "The night before we had
been down 6-3 and we had come back then
so we thought we could do the same, but
obviously that wasn't the case."
Shorthanded to begin with - defenseman Shannon Carroll is on the DL thanks
to a broken left arm the previous week
against Seattle University - the team was
furthermore deprived of the play as well as
playing without defenseman Reid Petit
and wingman Logan Mackinnon who were
playing Lacrosse.
After the second period, depleted and

tired, the Loggers took a beating at the
paws of the Cougars. Washington scored
six unanswered goal in the third, finishing
a 1-9 drubbing.
Puget Sound, meanwhile, is just happy
to walk away with a split against a school
with nearly 20,000 more students than it.
And doing it all in their first season.
"We played better than we anticipated,"
Brozena said. "We have 10 wins most
teams when they join the ACHA
(American Collegiate Hockey Association)
struggle for the first year or two to get
enough talented players to compete in the
ACHA.
"Everyone's very happy with the success of the season and the progression we
made as a team."

Sports Editor Sean Duade supports
Logger Hockey by sporting a healthy sized
mullet, though he prefers the term "Kentucky
Waterfall."
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Men win NWC again, prepare to dance
By Will Holden
Sports Writer
After an emotion-filled weekend at home with big victories over George Fox and Linfield on Senior day, the
Loggers headed out on the road Feb. 25 and 26 with their
minds set on ending an impressive season strongly and
clinching a conference championship. It is safe to say that
they did not disappoint themselves.
The victories against opponents Pacific Lutheran and
Lewis & Clark proved to be not only necessary to secure a
conference title, but would
also provide UPS with a first
round bye in the NCAA tour
nament and the luxury of
hosting a second round game.
On Feb. 25, the Loggers
strolled into their cross-town
rival PLU's court and
stomped the Lutes 96 -79.
"The rivalry goes way
back," Aubrey Shelton said.
"It's bigger than just our two
teams this year so it was nice
to get a win."
UPS came out firing on all cylinders, and found themselves out in front 10-4 early. It was a lead the Loggers
would never relinquish.
"We didn't play close to what we are capable of," Josh
Walker said.
This became apparent as the Loggers put together a run

and ended the half with an 11 point lead, and then proceeded to storm out in the second half as PLU was never
able to get within 13 points of the Loggers.
"We played hard and with confidence, and usually
when that happens things fall into place," Ryan DeLong
said.
Knowing that the conference championship now
belonged to them, UPS headed to Portland to face Lewis &
Clark.
"It felt like a giant weight had been lifted off our back
knowing that we had secured the conference title already,"
Walker said. "Everybody was
a little bit looser knowing that
this game wasn't win or go
home."
The laid back attitude was
nice, but the Loggers still knew
that this game was important
in giving themselves an easier
road in the NCAA tournament.
"We knew winning this
game would give us a good
chance to get a bye in the first
round," Shelton said.
This game was not expected
to be an easy one either, as Lewis and Clark was a tough
matchup for the Loggers when they met before.
"They have several players who can really shoot the
ball," Walker said. "They live and die by the three, and so
our goal was to keep their shooters from getting wide
open looks."

It is safe to say that their goal was accomplished as UPS
held Lewis & Clark to 4 of 21 from beyond the arc and ran
away with a big victory. Again it was the run up to halftime and the early minutes of the second half that helped
secure a Logger victory. Jeremy Cross hit a fade away
three to beat the buzzer, 'capping an 8-0 run to end the first
half.
The Loggers came out in the second half and pushed
the lead to as many as 33 points before all was said and
done. Four of the Logger starters scored double digits,
helping secure a 76-54 victory.
Selection Sunday found the Loggers with a first round
bye. However, it also saw the Loggers placed in the bracket with nemesis UW-Stevens Point, who knocked UPS out
of the tournament last year.
The Loggers are not too worried about Stevens Point,
but they realize that the competition at this level will be
stiff.
"We're betting that all the teams are going to be
tough," DeLong said. "We figure they got there for a reason, but we aren't worried. We'll be prepared. You have to
go through them all to be national champs."
UPS starts their run towards a national title March 5 at
Memorial Fieldhouse, and excitement is already in the air.
"Our fans have been a big part of why UPS basketball
is so great," Walker said. "I can't wait until Saturday; the
gym should be rockin' just like usual."

Sports Writer Will Holden loves to dance, and he has the
moves baby.

Lacrosse beats Redlands in OT thriller
goals. UPS answered with two goals
of their own by Cuno and Mackman,
but the Loggers could not take the
In their first match-up of the year, the UPS women's
lead. Redlands would gather a twolacrosse team needed a little extra time to put away the
goal lead, and then UPS would tie it
University of Redlands. On Feb. 28, UPS won 13-12 in up again, only to see Redlands grab
sudden death overtime.
another goal.
Kate Cuno scored the winning goal just 30 seconds
The momentum turned with
into the extra period on a cut to the front of the goal,
about 12 minutes left to go in the secreceiving a pass from Molly Downey. Whitney Mackman ond half, as the Loggers were quickand Cuno led the offensive attack for UPS, Mackman with
er to all the ground balls and out
five goals and one assist, Cuno with four goals and two
sprinting the Bulldogs up and down
assists. Carrie Sabochik also added two assists.
the field. But the Loggers could not
"Whitney and Kate are our go-to players," Coach Beth capitalize on the momentum.
Bricker said after the game. "We expect them to come
Jaime Schumaker's goal with 10
minutes left tied the game at 10-10.
through, and they really did."
Redlands opened the game hot, scoring two early
The Loggers stole a pass on the ensuing Bulldog possession, but
turned it over directly in front of
keeper Kristi Hamilton. The
Bulldogs scored, notching the
game at 11-10, with only 5:10 left.
Lea John/ ASUPS Photo Services
Mackman tied the game when
GIMME BACK MY LEMON BEFORE I POKE YOU—Junior Molly Downey
she scorched a shot into the top
waits patiently while the official shows the ball to the thirsty crowd.
left corner of the goal with just
over two minutes left. Mackman
"We've been working on goalie clearS which naturally
had picked up a ground ball after Curio's shot had
lead to fast breaks. We're not necessarily a fast team, but
been beautiful defended by the goalie. Just 30 seconds
we have fast players," Bricker said.
later, Mackman put the Loggers ahead for the first time
UPS tends to have goalie Hamilton pass it out, have
on a pass from Ellen Fisher.
one of those fast players sprint the ball up the sideline,
The Loggers had appeared to have the game locked
and pass it to the front of the goal, where an awaiting
up until Megan Nelson, the point woman on the
attacker dumps it behind the goalie.
defense, was saddled with a red card, removing her
"I prefer that to the long pass," Bricker said.
from the game. The whistle on Nelson was just one of
Goals for the Loggers were Mackman (five, one assist),
numerous questionable fouls called, including what
Cuno (four, two assists), Ellen Fisher (two, one assist),
seemed a disproportionate amount against UPS.
Julia Marie one, and Schumaker (one, one assist).
Redlands dumped in their goal just before time
Sabochik picked up two assists and Molly Downey also
expired, sending the game to sudden death.
had one.
The Loggers came out inspired in the overtime,
After she had gotten through her dancing routine,
quickly getting into their offense with Cuno dumping
Bricker could not quit gushing about the entire team
the ball into the back of the net just 21 seconds into it.
afterwards.
"Sudden death is a rush of intensity, and the team just
"Everybody on the team contributed, and if they ha
stepped up and everything came together when it
n't, we would not have won the game or gotten that last
needed to," Cuno said afterwards about her OT goal.
score," she said.
The Loggers played without senior leader Emily
The Loggers next match-up is against rival Linfield
Eberhart, who is still suffering from a back injury.
College on Mar. 13, again on Peyton Field.
Lea John/ASUPS Photo Services
"We're really hoping to get Emily back into the mix
GIVE HER BACK THE LEMON—Junior Kate Cuno was
Sports Writer Matt Stevens is ranked seventh in the country
soon,"
Bricker said.
still not sick of the referee's lemon jokes so she waited until
in competitive Mario Kart match play, don't test him.
Most of the Loggers goals resulted from run outs.
overtime to scored the game-winner for UPS.
By Matt Stevens

Sports Writer

http://asups.ups.edu/trail/
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